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Abstract—Korean neural machine translation may significantly
suffer from low-resource issues. We thus propose an enhance-
ment method that fully exploits the hierarchical Korean word
embedding structure from source representation. To our best
knowledge, this is the first attempt for such Korean NMT
tasks. Every Korean word can be decomposed into character-
and jamo-level (sub-character) units. Therefore, We merge the
character- and jamo-level representations with word embeddings
to capture important combining word meaning. And then the
merged representations are fed into NMT model. Our simple and
novel method achieves BLEU improvements (up to 0.6) compared
to word-based NMT baselines on Korean-to-Chinese and Korean-
to-English translation tasks.

Index Terms—Machine Translation, Hierarchical Word Struc-
ture, Korean Language.

I. INTRODUCTION

For different language pairs, traditional word-based neural
machine translation (NMT) models suffer from the out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) issue as they can only model a limited
number of words. Character-based representations were pro-
posed as a solution to overcome OOV problems, but it may
too fine-grained to miss some important information. And Byte
Pair Encoding (BPE) [16] demonstrated extremely competitive
performance by providing effective subword segmentation for
NMT systems. Though the technique has solved the OOV
problem efficiently, it still misses the semantic and syntactic
information of the word itself. In this paper, we introduce a
simple and novel method of supplementing additional infor-
mation to the encoder of the NMT model by utilizing a unique
compositional structure of the Korean language.

In this work, we focus on the Korean language. Unlike other
languages, the Korean language has a unique compositional
structure because it has both the features of the alphabetic
and syllabic writing systems. Moreover, the decomposition
of Korean syllables is deterministic [19]. Korean word is
constructed by a regular hierarchy, so no special markers or
measures are needed for the decomposition. Jamos, the Korean
alphabet, are a set of the smallest unit that forms the language.
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Fig. 1. The hierarchical structure of Korean language.

Every Korean word can be formed in the following hierarchy:
A Korean word consists of a sequence of syllables, and a
syllable (character) is arranged in a square, two-dimensional
space with 2 or 3 jamo letters (sub-character). In other words,
Korean words can be decomposed into two stages sequentially.
As shown in Figure 1, the word 태양계 (solar system,
taeyanggye) is a composition of three characters {태 (tae), 양
(yang) and 계 (gye)}, and the character 태 is a composition
of {ㅌ (t), ㅐ (ae)}. The unique compositional structure of
the Korean language are often ignored in most Korean NLP.
Recently there have been studies that have proved that both
characters and jamo letters contain important semantic and
syntactic information in Korean language [19], [20]. Motivated
by these works, we propose a hierarchical representation that
merges word-/character-/jamo-level representation for Korean
NMT. In our experiment, we demonstrate that the proposed
method improves about 0.5 BLEU score of Korean NMT on
average.

II. RELATED WORKS

Since the dawn of NLP, there have been a variety of studies
that encode more information that extracts from subword-
level units into the representation of neural models. Many
morpheme-based and character-based models have been pro-
posed [5]–[10]. Among them, [9] proposed a neural language
model that uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
produce high-quality character-level representation. Partially
motivated by this work, we further extend the range from
character level to the sub-character level. For Korean, some
previous studies exploit information that extracts from jamo
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical structure of Korean language and overall architecture of our model. 〈E〉 denote a empty symbol of the final consonant.

letters to enhance the accuracy and richness of word-level
representations [19], [20]. Reference [17] showed that suc-
cessfully produces syllable-based representation for Korean
language using a CNN model.

For machine translation, various studies have demonstrated
that sub-character-level information could further enhance
performance [23]–[25]. Reference [25] integrates the Chi-
nese radicals into the NMT model to address this OOV
issue on Chinese-to-English translation task. Reference [23],
[24] successfully improved the performance of NMT models
and UNMT models by leveraging decomposed sub-character
level information for logographic languages (e.g., Chinese,
Japanese). On the other hand, there are several approaches
that introduce character embedding or linguistic feature in-
formation for western languages such as English and Ger-
man that cannot be decomposed into sub-character units to
solve OOV issue and improve translation performance [12]–
[15]. Reference [12], [13] proposed the character-level NMT
model without explicit segmentation. Reference [15] proved
the usefulness of linguistic features by fusing various linguistic
features into the embedding layer of the encoder in the NMT
model.

III. BENEFITS OF CHARACTER-/JAMO-LEVEL
REPRESENTATIONS

The low-level unit representation can not only alleviate the
problem of data sparsity but also effectively address OOV
problem caused by misspelling. There are also some additional
benefits: Korean syllables have semantic meanings. About 60
percent of Korean words belong to the Sino-Korean vocabulary
that is of Chinese origin and can be converted into correspond-
ing Chinese characters. Since Chinese characters are primarily
morphosyllabic, a single Chinese character conveys certain
meaning (or perform a certain grammatical function). Hence,
Korean syllables, especially those that can be converted into
Chinese, have specific meanings in themselves. For example,

the Korean word 태양계 (solar system) in Figure 1 can be
written as 太陽系, which also means the solar system, in
Chinese characters and is a composition of 태 (great, 太),
양 (light, 陽) and 계 (system, or series, 系). Reference [27]
demonstrated that the performance of the MT models can be
improved by utilizing the Sino-Korean word as a translation
pivot in Korean-to-Chinese translation. Moreover, The Korean
language, which is an official agglutinative language, has
over 600 affixes (prefixed and suffixes). The verb endings
attached to any verb stem serve various functions such as
tense, questions, and honorific. Lastly, jamo letters are often
used as suffix for grammatical purposes. For example, as in갈
(will go),찾을 (will find) and날 (will fly),ㄹ is attached to a
verb to indicate a future tense. Therefore, we utilize character-
/jamo-level representation as well as word representation to
capture the above-mentioned additional semantic and syntactic
information.

IV. MODEL

We produce character-level and jamo-level representation
through the character-level neural language model (CharCNN)
[9], highway network [11], and LSTM [1]. Since CharCNN
effectively aggregates character-level information about one
word regardless of the length of the word, we adopted
CharCNN as a core model for generating low-level unit
representation. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Composition Model Let unit u be the component of a word
k ∈ V where V is the vocabulary of words, du be the dimen-
sionality of the unit embedding, and eu ∈ Rdu

be embedding
for each unit. Suppose that word k is made up of l units,
[u1, u2, ..., ul]. Then word k is represented by concatenating
unit vectors as a column vector: eunitconcat = [eu1 , eu2 , ...eul ] ∈
Rdu×l. We first apply padding to the beginning and the end of
eunitconcat.Then we apply a narrow convolution between eunitconcat

and a convolution filter H ∈ Rdu×w of width w to obtain a
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TABLE I
THE CORPUS STATISTICS FOR THE DIFFERENT PARALLEL CORPORA.

Corpus Train Vali Test # of word/char/jamo (KO) # of word (EN&ZH)
Dong-A 247755 5000 5000 32567/1858/168 33854
AIHub 379897 5000 5000 32909/1986/210 32314

feature map fk ∈ Rl−w+1. We use multiple filters H1, ...,Hh

of varying widths to aggregate various unit-level information.
Given a word k, the i-th element of feature map fk is given
by:

fki = tanh(〈eunitconcat[∗, i : i+ w − 1], H〉+ b)

where 〈A,B〉 = Tr(ABT ) is Frobenius inner product. We
then apply a max pooling to capture the most important feature
for the filter H and feed the output into a highway network and
a bidirectional LSTM. And we get the unit-level representation
yk = Comp(eu1 , eu2 , ...eul ;ω) for word k, where ω is learned
jointly with the overall objective.

Given a word 태양계, we first decompose into character-
level units {태, 양, 계} and jamos-level units {ㅌ,ㅐ,
〈E〉,ㅇ,ㅑ,ㅇ,ㄱ,ㅖ, 〈E〉}. If some characters such as 태 and
계 lack final consonant, we add an empty symbol 〈E〉 such that
the model can learn about the absence of the final consonant.
We do not apply jamo-decomposition to characers such as
English word, numeral. And BPE symbol is handled as a
padding.

As shown in Figure 2, we produce a pair of the concatenated
character- and jamo-level embeddings:

• Concatenated character-level embeddings:
echarconcat = [ec1 , ..., ecn ] ∈ Rdc×n

• Concatenated jamo-level embeddings:
ejamo
concat = [ej1 , ..., ejm ] ∈ Rdj×m

Then the concatenated embeddings are fed to the proposed
model to generate the character- and jamo-level representation:

• character-level representation:
Cword = Comp(echarconcat;ωchar)

• Jamo-level embeddings:
Jword = Comp(ejamo

concat;ωjamo)

Finally, the character- and jamo-level representation are
merged with the word-level lookup embedding eword for a
word in three ways: Concatenating, Averaging, and merging
with Gate network. Concatenation is to concatenate several
representations at an equal rate:

Rword
Concat = [eword;Cword; Jword]

where Rword
Concat is the final representation that is fed into the

NMT model and the operator [; ] denotes concatenation. And
Averaging denotes a simple average of all embedding [22]:

Rword
Aver = (eword + Cword + Jword)/n

where n is number of representations to merge. Reference [22]
demonstrated that averging word embeddings can provide an
approximation of the performance of concatenation without
increasing the dimension of the embeddings. Lastly, merging

with Gate network is leveraging gating vectors to induce a
merged representation:

Rword
gate = α� eword + β � Cword + γ � Jword

where α, β, γ are gating vectors and their sum is 1 and �
denotes element-wise multiplication. Then the merged repre-
sentations that integrate word-/character-/jamo-level represen-
tation with the three methods are fed into a NMT model.

V. EXPERIMENT

To verify that the proposed method is effective, we per-
form experiments on both Korean-to-English and Korean-
to-Chinese translation. For all translation tasks, we evaluate
the BLEU [2] score with SacreBLEU1 [26] which aims to
standardize BLEU evaluation. All the model trainings are on
one NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

A. Experimental Settings

Datasets For Korean-to-English translation, we carry
out experiments on a corpus of casual conversation that
provided by AIHub2. For Korean-to-Chinese translation, we
use news corpus, which is collected from the online Dong-A
newspaper3 by us. Table I shows the statistics of datasets used
in our experiments. Given the full parallel corpus, we first
tokenize Korean, Chinese, and English sentences by using
KoNLPy4, jieba5, and Moses [3], respectively. And then,
we employ BPE with 32K merge operations for all datasets
before training NMT model. For jamo-level decomposition,
we use the open toolkit to decompose a character into jamo
letters6.

Model Settings After analyzing the two Korean corpora,
we found that most Korean words consist of 2.5 syllables or 5
jamos, so we set the filters of the CharCNN as follows: filters
of width [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] of size [25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150] for
a total of 525 filters. And the size of the BiLSTM’s hidden
state is set to 256. The character- and jamo-level embedding
dimensions are set to 50 and 300, respectively.

1Our SacreBLEU signatures are BLEU+case.mixed+ lang.ko−zh+

numrefs.1 + smooth.exp + tok.zh + version.1.4.3 (KO→ZH) and
BLEU+case.mixed+lang.ko−en+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+
tok.13a+ version.1.4.3 (KO→EN)

2http://www.aihub.or.kr/
3http://www.donga.com/
4https://konlpy.org/en/latest/
5https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
6https://github.com/bluedisk/hangul-toolkit
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON KOREAN-TO-CHINESE TRANSLATION AND

KOREAN-TO-ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

Features SacreBLEU Score
Dong-A AIHub

(KO→ZH) (KO→EN)
jamo 40.2 28.6
char 39.7 29.3
word 41.8 30.6

Merge methods Concat/Aver/Gate Concat/Aver/Gate
jamo, char 40.9/41.8/41.6 29.6/30.0/29.8
jamo, word 42.3/42.0/41.9 31.2/30.7/30.6
char, word 42.3/42.2/42.3 31.0/31.0/30.9

jamo, char, word 42.2/42.3/41.8 31.2/31.0/30.9

We use the 6-layer base Transformer architecture as a
baseline model. For all experiments, the size of the embedding
vector of source-/target-side is set to 512, and the initial
learning rate is set to 0.2. We optimize the model parameters
using Adam optimizer [4] with β1 = 0.9 and β1 = 0.998,
and Noam learning rate decay [21] with 8000 warm-up steps.
All our experiments were performed using the open source
Torch-based toolkit OpenNMT [18].

B. Experimental Results

Table II shows the sacreBLEU evaluation of our systems.
For both KO→ZH and KO→EN, the results show similar
patterns: (1) The performance of transformer models trained
with only the jamo- or character-level representation is lower
than with only the word-level representation. (2) Merging
word-level representation and other representations led to the
transformer model’s performance improvement. (3) Among
the merging methods, the method of concatenating the rep-
resentations generally shows the highest improvement in the
result. The results show that the merged representation for Ko-
rean achieves small but consistent sacreBLEU improvements
over the baseline (only use word-level representation) on all
parallel corpora.

The proposed method requires up to 10% more parameters
and longer training time than the base Transformer model to
generate low-level representations, but it can encode richer
information than the word-based NMT model.

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Ablation Study

Our composition model consists of three different networks:
CNN, Highway Network, and LSTM. We perform an ablation
study on Korean-to-Chiense translation task (Dong-A dataset)
to understand the importance of these networks in producing
low-level representations. The baseline model uses word-
/character-/jamo-level representations and merge them through
the Averaging method. As Table III shows, if we remove High-
way Network, the translation performance decreases by 0.4
BLEU point. When LSTM is excluded from the composition
model, it results in a significant drop of 0.7 BLEU point. When
using only CNN models, translation performance dropped by

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY OF COMPOSITION MODEL ON KOREAN-TO-CHIENSE

TRANSLATION TASK (DONG-A DATASET).

Model SacreBLEU Score
Baseline 42.3
-LSTM 41.6
-Highway Network 41.9
-LSTM&Highway Network 41.5

0.8 BLEU point. Similar to our model, [17] proposed syllable-
based word embedding for Korean using CharCNN, and
demonstrated good performance on the word similarity and
relatedness task. However, in our preliminary experiment, we
found that low-level representations produced using CharCNN
only dropped performance on translation tasks. Therefore, we
mitigated this issue by adding LSTM to the model.

B. Why use the Composition Model?

We use the composition model to integrate low-level unit
representation into the NMT model. It requires the character-
/jamo-level representation for each word and each word con-
sists of units of different lengths. Hence, we have adopted a
model that can extract information effectively without being
constrained by the length of the word. Similar to our model,
[28] (in Chinese) proposed a new approach that integrates both
word embeddings for Chinese words and Chinese character
stroke sequence information into NMT system. However, They
average a sequence of Chinese character stroke vectors which
are induced from Chinese word without using any specific
model and merge with the word embedding. In the preliminary
experiment, we found that the method did not work well for
the Korean translation task.

C. Is jamo presentation useful in translation task?

Another observation is that jamo-level representation has a
relatively lower contribution to performance either individually
or in a merged manner than character-level representation.
There may be several causes: (1) Jamo information is useful
in speech recognition/synthesis task but may not in translation
task. (2) All the datasets used in the experiment consist
of formal sentences. Jamo representation may show better
performance in the Ill-formed sentences commonly seen on
the internet (i.e., ㅎㅇ is shorthand for 하이(hi)) in formal
sentences. As a future work, we have a plan to expand our
model so that it can cover real-word data that are actually
used on the Internet.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the merged representations
that exploit the hierarchical structure of the Korean language
for Korean NMT model. In our experiment, we have demon-
strated that the proposed model requires additional parame-
ters, but is competitive and efficient in capturing additional
semantic and syntactic information. Furthermore, the merged
representations can identify unseen verbs more effectively than
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simple word-level representations. Although this proposed
method seems only suitable for the Korean language, it could
be easily applied to similar scenarios.
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